TrainSharp Osymetric Chainring Frequently Asked Questions
TrainSharp is passionate about increasing bike performance through tried and tested coaching and training
methods, correct bike position and correct equipment choices.
All of our products are aimed at increasing and/or measuring performance.
Osymetric chainrings have been scientifically proven to increase power by an average of 10%, increase speed
and efficiencies by 10% and reduce lactic acid in the muscles by 12% (helping you recover much quicker for
your next effort or training ride)
At TrainSharp we pride ourselves on excellent customer service. We hope the question and answers shown
below will help you answer any queries you have about Osymetric chainrings.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any further questions.

What is an Osymetric chainring?
The Osymetric chainring is not an oval or an ellipse chainring – it is unique patented twin cam (refers to two
curves which are symmetrical about a single point) chainring which has been designed eliminate the “dead
spot/weak spot” which is part of every cyclists pedal stroke due to the design of standard chainrings.

What type of events can Osymetric Chainring be used in?
Initially Osymetrics came to prominence in time trials as the gains could be proven against the clock. Since
then Osymetrics have been used on all types of bicycles and in all types of events (including Time Trials, Road
Racing, Triathlons, Sportives, Mountain Biking, burning up your local ride etc.) from the Tour de France to local
amateur events.
Riders using Osymetrics have medalled in the Olympics, World Championships, National Championships as
well as victories in Grand tours stages. Osymetrics are UCI legal.

How does an Osymetric chainring work?
The push phase of the pedal stroke (between the 1 and 5 o’clock positions of the crank) is where the rider uses
the strongest pedalling muscles and therefore produces the largest amount of power whereas the “deadspot”
phase is where the rider produces the least amount of power. This deadspot happens to be where the weaker
pedalling muscles come in to play. They have to work extra hard to try and keep the angular velocity going
(speed through deadspot) and this in turn encourages more lactate to continue to build up over time.

The Osymetric chainring has a high and low cam profile (high gear and low gear). These two cams alter the
effective gear ratio throughout the pedal stroke. The cams have been positioned so that the gear ratio is at its
highest on the push phase and at its lowest on the “deadspot” phase.

For example, an Osymetric chainring marked 52 will give you a gear equivalent to a 56 toothed chainring on
the push phase of the pedal stroke (where your muscles are at their strongest) and a gear equivalent to a 48
toothed chainring at the “deadspot” phase of the pedal stroke (where your muscles are weakest).

Osymetric chainrings take advantage of your muscles when they are at their strongest ie pushing.
Remember what makes a gear feel large is the size of the deadspot area as you suffer with dragging the gear
through the bottom and top dead centre. Compared to round rings Osymetrics will produce more power for
the same cadence.

How much power can you expect to gain with Osymetric?
Power is the rate at which muscles produce energy and Watts is the term we use to express this energy.
PowerMeters such as SRM’s can measure this power and give live feedback to the rider as well as storing this
data for later studies. By using these PowerMeters it has been shown that average riders gain an extra 10% of
power at the cranks for the same physical effort.
Laboratory and road tests have been carried out to quantify the benefits of Osymetrics including one where
Christophe Moreau and Laurent Brochard rode a 30.5km route from Bourg St Maurice to the Val d ’Isere ski
station. Comparing conventional round rings with the asymmetric chainrings, they both rode over a minute
quicker with Osymetric chainrings.

When can I expect to gain this power?
The gain is apparent at low aerobic efforts although Osymetrics are most beneficial the closer you are to your
personal anaerobic threshold. The harder you push the greater the power gains!

Can Osymetrics help reduce the build-up of Lactate?
Scientific studies have shown that riders produce up to 12% less lactate due to a significantly reduced strain on
legs where the deadspot would lie with round rings.
Trainsharp rider feedback confirms legs are less sore and stay stronger for longer when using Osymetric
chainrings.

Will Osymetric affect my cadence?
Round rings do not have a constant cadence or angular velocity (speed at which crank turns) as they go fast
then slow due to deadspot, this makes which make your legs struggle.
Osymetrics profile is designed to match the muscles strength and ability, therefore angular velocity is kept
constant. A few riders find a bit of choppiness in their cadence when riding at recovery level but soon adapt to
this. However, even when fatigued, Osymetrics will not give you that pedalling square feeling which round
rings can.
People have commented that the Osymetrics quickly throw you back into the power stroke similar to riding a
fixed gear bike and actually “really feel round”.
There is no doubt that spinners and big gear pushers can equally benefit from using Osymetric rings.
If you are still unsure just look how smooth riders such as Bradley Wiggins and David Millar are when riding
road races and time trials.

How long will it take me to get used to riding with Osymetric rings?
There will be an adaption phase however 95% of all cyclists get used to Osymetric rings in as little as an hour.
Often less experienced cyclist instantly find Osymetric rings easier to use when compared to round rings as
they do not need to struggle with or perfect their pedalling technique. This group of rider can see instant big
efficiency gains simply by fitting Osymetrics.
Please note: your legs may feel a bit sore after the first few rides on Osymetric. This is purely because you are
pulling in some other muscle groups and utilising the strong muscles more effectively.

What happens if I return to normal chain rings?
The majority of the feedback we receive tells us that riders find it harder when you go back to round rings
(when riding spare bike for example). Initially they feel they are pedalling squares and definitely notice a drop
in power.
However, you may see a lot of the Sky team back on round rings to train as they are harder for the legs. For
example Alex Dowsett rode round rings in the 2011 British Time Trial Championships and then reverted back
to Osymetrics for the Time Trial in the Tour of Britain and beat Lars Boom in the process!

Do Osymetric chainrings require a special chain?
No, but we would recommend a good high quality chain such as a KMC 10 speed which can be purchased at
our on-line store.

Are Osymetric chainrings louder?
Initially you may notice the sound of the chain on the relatively flat portion of the ring is a little bit noisy. The
rings will start to wear in after a few weeks of riding and get much quieter. As with all chainrings we advise you
use a good quality chainlube and keep chain clean.

Why are Osymetric chainrings not used by all the Pro Tour Teams?
Professional cycling is mainly funded by sponsorship from big companies like Sky, frame manufacturers like
Specialized, Pinarello and Cervelo and component manufacturers like Shimano, Campagnolo and Sram.
Historically some riders have preferred to use other manufacturers’ equipment due to performance or
sometimes financial gains.
Nowadays, due to conflicts with sponsors, most teams will not allow riders to use equipment unless the team
is sponsored by said manufacturer. However some teams such as Sky, Cervelo, RadioShack will allow their
riders to use certain pieces of equipment based on performance gains – it may be that our logo is still taped
over though!. Osymetrics have been ridden to victory and podiums at previous year’s editions of the Tour de
France, Giro and Tour of Spain and this year’s Paris-Nice, the Tour of Romandie and the Criterium Du
Dauphine.

Osymetric is a relatively small company and does not have the budget to sponsor big teams. You can be
assured that all riders using Osymetrics in Pro Tour teams are using them for performance gains only.

What size Osymetric chainring(s) should I use?

What BCD (Bolt Circle Diameter) Osymetric chainring should I buy?
The BCD (Bolt Circle Diameter) is the diameter of the chainring (measured in millimetres). Importantly the
measurement is taken with the circumference passing through the centre of each chainring bolt (where
chainring attaches to crank/spider arm) and not a measurement of the overall chainring circumference.
Sometimes this is also called Pitch-Circle Diameter (PCD)
Osymetric
Chainring Size

High Cam
Round Ring
Equivalent

Low Cam Round
Ring Equivalent

Most Suitable For:
*OR = outer ring. IR=inner ring
Time-Trials include Triathlon events

56

60

52

OR Time-Trial

54

58

50

OR Time-Trial/Road Racing

52

56

48

OR Time-Trial/Road Racing/Sportive

50

54

46

OR Road Racing/Sportive.

44

48

40

IR Road Racing/Sportive and Time-Trial

42

46

38

IR Road Racing/Sportive and Hilly Time-Trial

38

42

34

IR Road Racing/Sportive and Mountain Time-Trial

Typically road bike chainrings have three main BCD measurements depending on component manufacturer
and whether the cranks are standard or compact.
Standard cranks with round rings are normally fitted with 39/53toothed or 42/52t chainring combinations.
At the time of writing all other major manufacturers except for Campagnolo (Shimano, SRAM, FSA, Rotor etc)
use a BCD 130 on their standard cranksets.
Campagnolo use a BCD of 135 on their standard cranks.
Osymetrics can be used as single outer rings for time-trials etc.
Compact cranks with round rings use smaller chainrings (ie 34/50t combination) than standard cranksets. At
the time of writing all major manufacturers except for Campagnolo (Shimano, SRAM, FSA, Rotor etc) use a BCD
of 110 on their compact cranksets.
Osymetric do not make chainrings for Campagnolo compact cranksets.

In a nutshell:
Campagnolo standard cranks use a BCD of 135
All other major manufacturers’ standard cranks use a BCD of 130
Compact cranks use a BCD of 110
Osymetric do not make chainrings for Campagnolo compact cranks.

Please note: all of the above refers to chainrings with five bolt-hole fittings.

Will Osymetric chainrings fit Triple Chainsets?
Osymetrics will fit as outer and middle chainrings for triple chainsets with outer and middle BCD of 130 or 110.
Osymetrics will not fit as a small ring due to the small BCD (which is often 74mm on triple Chainsets).

Will Osymetrics fit Standard and Compact Cranks?
Osymetric chainrings are designed for standard cranks and compact cranks. Please refer to the table below:
Osymetric Chainring Size

Standard or Compact Cranks?

56

Standard

54

Standard

52

Standard and Compact

50

Compact

44

Standard only

42

Standard only

38

Compact only

Do I have to buy Osymetric chainrings in pairs?
No. TrainSharp can supply Osymetrics chainrings as single items or as a pair in any combination.

Are Osymetric chainrings beneficial for Triathlons and Duathlons?
Yes most definitely. Osymetrics will allow you to ride and run faster and longer!
Scientific studies have shown that your muscles produce 12% less lactate when using Osymetric rings. This 12%
reduction means your muscles will be stronger at the end of the bike section leaving more in the tank for the
running section.
The twin cam shape of the Osymetric chainrings offer a biomechanical advantage and mimic the way a human
walks or runs for a more efficient and powerful pedal stroke. You will find this makes for an easier transition to
the running portion of the triathlon because don’t feel like your legs just want to pedal when you hit the
pavement for your run.
Is it safe to use Osymetric chainrings?
Yes it is.
Most cycling injuries are caused by poor positioning, poor pedalling techniques (due to the deadspot which
round rings can cause) and overuse of weaker muscle groups. Studies have shown that Osymetric chainrings
reduce the maximal forces on the knee by 7.5% compared to round rings. Riders also benefit from a more
stable pedalling action due to the decreasing gear ratio at key areas where muscles are at their weakest.
Jean-Louis Talo (the inventor of Osymetric chainrings) states that you will see increased “long term muscle
development” because Osymetric chainrings do not leave your legs in the same state of fatigue as round rings

do. This means they will recover quicker and have less chance of succumbing to overuse injuries. TrainSharp
riders have commented that long term nagging rear of leg injuries have disappeared when using Osymetrics.

As Bradley Wiggins keeps demonstrating, Osymetric chainrings are ideal for stage racing or high mileage
riders!

Aren’t Osymetric chainrings expensive?
It is true that Osymetric chainrings are more expensive than most standard chainrings however their cost
compares very favourably to other non standard chainrings and their performance gains are shown to be
superior in many studies.
This study http://www.rouesartisanales.com/article-15505311.html shows that a Zipp 808 absorbs
approximately 15w less power than a Mavic Askium at 50 km/h. Not many riders can average 50km/h and
therefore achieve the said power gains.
A rider with a threshold power of 300watts should expect to see an increase in power of between power 1545 watts when using Osymetric chainrings regardless of their road speed.
Apart from tri-bars (which are not legal for many bike events) Osymetric chainrings are probably the most cost
efficient way of improving your performance via equipment and component choice.

I have heard the chain does not shift as well between Osymetric chainrings?
We would agree shifting between the inner and outer ring and vice-versa is not as smooth as you would find
with the top manufacturers standard rings, which are designed with pins and ramps to enhance shifting.
However, as with all gears, once set correctly Osymetrics do not significantly compromise gear shifting.

I have heard my chain will fall off more frequently when using Osymetrics.
Once the front changer has been set-up correctly and a chain catcher has been fitted the chain should not
derail anymore than it would when using standard round or oval rings.
Osymetric chainrings are used by many riders in the Pro Road and Pro MTB pelotons, these environments test
equipment to the maximum. There have been no outstanding issues with Osymetric chainrings.

Will Osymetrics work with electronic gears?
Yes Osymetrics will work with electronic gears.

Do I need to carry out any adjustments to my gears when fitting Osymetric chainrings?
Yes you will need to move and adjust the front changer.

